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1 - Background on macroeconomic role 

of public investment and relation with 

private investment

Reminder of some key theoretical points regarding 

public and private investment (1/3)

• Public investment  a long-term requirement for spending

in areas where time-horizon and uncertainties on financial

return make it difficult for private sector though they have an

impact on long-term growth potential

• Public investment  Keynesian ST stabilization tool in

times when private spending collapses and generates a vicious

circle from declining private demand to lower LT growth

outlook, further decline in private investment associated with

excess credit leverage, and another round of declining private

demand.
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1 - Background on macroeconomic role 

of public investment and relation with 

private investment

Reminder of some key theoretical points regarding 

public and private investment (2/3): Crowding-out

• If the public and private sectors compete to the same

resources the costs for private investment can increase (ST

eviction effects)

• Government spending must be financed, now or in the future

by taxes. The more taxes imposed by the government in the

future, the less disposable income for private sector,

negatively affecting private investment (Ricardo theory).
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1 - Background on macroeconomic role 

of public investment and relation with 

private investment

Reminder of some key theoretical points regarding 

public and private investment (3/3): Crowding-in

• Public investment may create more favourable conditions for

private investment  business cycle stabilization improving

the state of the economy (ST effects).

• State enterprises / administrations can also subcontract to

private firms, directly increasing private investment.

• Publicly funded facilities can increase productivity of private

investment and reduce the cost of production of the private

sector (LT effects).
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2 - EU and China confronted with 

macro constraints on public investment

private investment
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2 - EU and China confronted with 

macro constraints on public investment

private investment
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2 - EU and China confronted with 

macro constraints on public investment

private investment

EU current issues regarding investment

 From the ambitious Lisbon Agenda (2000)  growth

weakness and unemployment post Lehman (2008-09) / post

sovereign debt crisis (2010)  Stability and Growth Pact

(2011 / fiscal consolidation)  Juncker Plan – Investment

Plan for Europe to stimulate both national and international

investment.

 Both public and private investment have fallen despite ultra

low interests rates; supply side adjustments and industrial

“renovation and upgrading” are required.
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2 - EU and China confronted with 

macro constraints on public investment

private investment

China current issues regarding investment

 China: structural economic slowdown and large capital

expenditures over the past years overcapacity pressures.

 The 13th 5-Year Plan (2016-2020) + National Urbanization

Plan until 2020  to improve urban infrastructure quality

and build an advanced, interconnected functional system to

meet future demands.
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2 - EU and China confronted with 

macro constraints on public investment

private investment

Focus on China’s 13th five-year plan

Domestic focus on urbanization (60% of total population by 2020 up

from the current 55%), social welfare and domestic industrial

upgrading (made in China 2025, development clusters such as

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei area, the Yangtze River Delta and Pearl River

Delta).

International dimension with “Silk Road Economic Belt” with Asia

and Europe and a “Maritime Silk Road” with Southeast Asian

neighbours. Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) was

launched end 2013 and set up in Jan 2016 by President Xi Jinping

and Premier Li Keqiang: to promote interconnectivity and economic

integration in the region and cooperate with existing multilateral

development banks.
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2 - EU and China confronted with 

macro constraints on public investment

private investment

Extension of the Investment program of the 5-Year Plan:

(1) Develop and modernize transportation and freight systems 

•Build a comprehensive system of transport corridors (East / West,

South / North, maritime Silk Road corridors, corridors for access to

Xinjiang and Tibet …).

•Efficient inter- and intra-urban transport (improvement and

expansion of public transportation systems un central urban areas

and outskirts).

•Improve the spatial layout and quality levels of overall transport hubs

(grid of national, regional and local transport hubs).
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2 - EU and China confronted with 

macro constraints on public investment

private investment

Extension of the Investment program of the 5-Year Plan:

(2) Build a modern energy system : 

•Promoting energy structure optimisation and renewable energy.

•Promoting the development of energy storage and transport.

•Create smart energy systems.

(3) Strengthen water resource security :

•Optimising the allocation pattern of water resources.

•Improving the system for flood control and disaster reduction.
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3 - Leveraging private investment: 

analysis and experience from EU and 

China

Leveraging private investment with focus on EU and 

China: review of theoretical / empirical research

• Abiad, Furceri, Topalova, Dreger & Reimers, Xu & Yan, Baily, Knot & de

Haan, Liu & Ma, Dong, Aschaeur, Atukeren, Li & Wei.

• Crowding-in effects observed over the medium- to long-term, particularly

high when efficiency of public investment is strong, growth is sub-

potential and public investment concentrated in infrastructures.

• Crowding-out effects and inefficiency appear over short-term horizons

and when overall fiscal burden is high.
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3 - Leveraging private investment: 

analysis and experience from EU and 

China

Private financing in infrastructure: world overview

Source: E&Y

Number of publicly reported operations
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3 - Leveraging private investment: 

analysis and experience from EU and 

China

Private financing in infrastructure : UK, Continental Europe, Asia

Source: E&Y
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3 - Leveraging private investment: 

analysis and experience from EU and 

China

European PPP Market 2005 – 2015

Source : European for PPP Expertise Center (EPEC) (2015) 

EU28 + Turkey , Serbia, Montenegro, Kosovo, Albania, B&H, FYROM
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3 - Leveraging private investment: 

analysis and experience from EU and 

China

Country breakdown, 2015

Source : European for PPP Expertise Center (EPEC) (2015) 

EU28 + Turkey , Serbia, Montenegro, Kosovo, Albania, B&H, FYROM
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3 - Leveraging private investment: 

analysis and experience from EU and 

China

Sector Breakdown, 2015 

Source : European for PPP Expertise Center (EPEC) (2015) 

EU28 + Turkey , Serbia, Montenegro, Kosovo, Albania, B&H, FYROM
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3 - Leveraging private investment: 

analysis and experience from EU and 

China

European PPP: financing structure 2000-2011
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China’s long experience in private participation for

infrastructure projects:

First introduced in the Shajiao B power plant and furthered by subnational

governments in the mid-1980s, grew rapidly thereafter.

Post Asian crisis 1997-98  the central government invested huge amount

of treasury bonds in infrastructure, and subnational governments could

access funding more easily.

21st century: infrastructure shortage + budget pressure on subnational

governments  2nd boom of private involvement in infrastructure

investment, but with large fluctuations over time.

Caveats: definition and concept of private versus public investment:

dominant role of SOEs in China’s PPP and SPV created by local

governments; issues regarding procurement, overall efficiency and

contingent public liabilities.

3 - Leveraging private investment: 

analysis and experience from EU and 

China
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3 - Leveraging private investment: 

analysis and experience from EU and 

China

China: Private investment in infrastructure, 2005-2015H1
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3 - Leveraging private investment: 

analysis and experience from EU and 

China

China: PPP projects by sector 

(cumulative number of projects completed, 2005-2015H1)
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3 - Leveraging private investment: 

analysis and experience from EU and 

China

China: PPP projects by sector 

(cumulative investment in mn US$, 2005-2015)
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4 - Issues and challenges for policy 

makers

Challenges for policy makers: overall setting

LT / social policy objectives

ST / financial performances

Market pressures 

/ refinancing

Regulatory / 

contractual risk

LT corporate 

sustainability

Delivery risk

Transparency

Competition / SOE

Complexity / time 

management
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4 - Issues and challenges for policy 

makers

Challenges for policy makers: differences in horizon 

and risk perspective for private and public investment

• 3 to 5 years of planning and construction, highly negative 

cash flows, maximum economic risk for the private investor.

• 10 to 25 years of operations: positive cash flows, minimum 

economic risk and large regulatory / legal risk for private 

investors, larger economic risk for public investors.

• Macroeconomic returns on infrastructure may be longer than 

what private investors can accept regarding financial returns.

• Time horizon and regulatory stability: policy constraint versus

adequate incentives
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4 - Issues and challenges for policy 

makers

Challenges for policy makers: differences in cost of 

funding and expected returns

• Equity funding for infrastructure SPV has a much higher cost 

than debt.

• SPV debt is likely to command higher interest rates than both 

private sponsors and public entities; 

• Bonds issued by “infrastructure companies” (e.g. utilities) are 

usually rated from A- to BBB; Bonds issues by infrastructure 

SPVs are usually rated below (from BBB to B) (Standard & 

Poor’s Ratings). China is rated AA- by the same agency, the 

EU is rated AA+, and the EIB is rated AAA.
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Conclusions (1/2)

1. Both China and the EU are in cyclical and structural 

transition phases that require the most efficient use of public 

funds for investment; both have long-term constraints on 

infrastructure and on budgets.

2. Both China and the EU have now a long experience in 

private participation in infrastructure projects, though with 

different sectoral focus and financial modalities.

3. Regulatory stability, funding and management modalities 

are among the core expertise of EU-based PPP

4. The previous points suggest substantial areas for 

cooperation, notably on infrastructures that have a 

“common” or “dual” impact (e.g. Silk Road connectivity 

ambition with EU improved connectivity projects)
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Conclusions (2/2)

5. Pitfalls and challenges are more likely to be acute if time 

horizons and expected return are too different, between 

public (long term economic returns) and private (shorter-

term financial returns) perspectives.

6. Longest time horizons, higher regulatory uncertainty, larger 

social component of the expected economic return… 

considerably reduce the attractiveness of substantial private 

participation.

7. Modalities of private participation in infrastructure 

investment can take highly different forms, where funding, 

management and control characteristics can be blended to 

deliver optimal structures.



Thank you for your attention!
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